Introduction
In dense fog, driving becomes difficult and even dangerous. Fog can reduce visibility to a distance of less than 200 m or even below 50 m, even though the word "fog" as used by meterologists, delineates the distance of visibility of less than 1000 m1,2) . Traffic signal applications continue to be an area in which LED light sources are being used widely and successfuly. Investigation of the brightness of colored LED light in dense fog with difference droplet sizes is an important practical consideration, because different droplet size and density causing color LED to become fainter and contrast is reduced. To prevent this problem, it is necessary to study how the fog effect on human visibility. 
2-2. Experiment Equipments
The equipment that is used in this experiment is shown Fig. 4 The characteristics of hue and the brightness point (fog density 50 lx). Further experiments will include similar measurement, but will vary in fog densities to collect basic data about more general, thereby enhancing the practicability of the findings. These basic data concerning visibility characteristics under a dense fog environment will contribute even a little to air traffic and land traffic safety and the prevention of accidents.
